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At 25 °C the ultrasonic absorption coefficient of aqueous solutions of triethylenediamine (TED) has been
measured as a function of frequencyν (200 kHze ν e 4.6 GHz) and solute concentrationc (0.0025 mol/L
e c e 2.56 mol/L). One solution has also been studied at 15°C and 35°C. To look for the dependence
upon the pH some spectra have been recorded with NaOH or HCl added. The measured spectra have been
analyzed in terms of a model relaxation function containing a Debye relaxation term and a term that represents
noncritical fluctuations in the concentration. The Debye term is related to the protolysis of the TED molecule.
Depending on the pH either the first or the second step of protonization of TED is reflected by the relaxation
process. The forward and reverse reaction rates and the isentropic reaction volume have been determined
from the relaxation parameters and it has been found that the amplitude and relaxation time of the Debye
term can be described by one set of activity coefficients for the first protolysis reaction. The noncritical
concentration fluctuations are analytically represented by an extended version of the Romanov-Solov’ev
theory that also considers spatial correlations. Atc > 0.5 mol/L a correlation length of about 4 Å is found.
The finding of TED association at an elevated solute content is consistent with previous results from dielectric
spectrometry.

1. Introduction

The delicate balance between hydrogen interactions and
hydrophobic effects is of considerable significance in determin-
ing the structure and microdynamics of aqueous solutions of a
variety of solutes, including biomolecules.1-7 It has been shown
recently that, also depending on steric properties of the solute,
aqueous solutions tend to form rapidly fluctuating mesoscopic
structures as the number of hydrophobic groups per solute
molecules increases.8-12 Among the series of binary aqueous
systems that have been extensively studied so far, mixtures of
water with monohydric alcohols,8 ethylene gylcol ethers,12

carboxylic acids,10,12 and tetraalkylammonium salts11 exhibit
tendencies toward a microheterogeneous structure.
Triethylenediamine exhibits outstanding solvation character-

istics in aqueous solutions.13-16 The hydration properties
suggest that this molecule induces an almost optimum clathrate-
type water structure around itself. Obviously, at low and
moderate solute concentration, the molecular size and globular
shape of triethylenediamine, its low flexibility, and also the
position of its nitrogen lone electron pairs relative to the position
of the inert ethylene groups contribute to the formation of a
particular stable shell of hydration water. The question arises
whether such a solute is also capable of forming supramolecular
structures of low water content or whether triethylenediamine
monomers in a solution are stabilized by their hydration water
clathrates. On one hand,n-alkyl groups, which are especially
effective in promoting “hydrophobically bound” aggregates such
as micelles, are missing. In addition, the nearly perfect spherical
shape of the molecule is expected to prevent the molecule from
stacking mechanisms characteristic of various cyclic bases such
as purines.17 On the other hand, however, the solubility of
triethylenediamine in water is rather high (about 3 mol/L, 25
°C), thus suggesting the presence of association effects.
To look for the existence/nonexistence of hydrophobic

association mechanisms in aqueous solutions of triethylenedi-

amine we performed a systematic ultrasonic relaxation study
as a function of the solute concentration. Coupling to fluctua-
tions in the concentration, sonic fields have turned out to be
particularly sensitive in indicating a microheterogeneous liquid
structure.8-12 Since protolysis of the cyclic base is also expected
to contribute to the acoustic spectra of the solutions, measure-
ments have been conducted over an as broad as possible
frequency range (200 kHze νe 4.6 GHz) in order to enable a
clear separation of the different relaxation mechanisms from
the spectra. Some solutions have been studied with hydrogen
chloride or sodium hydroxide added to look for the dependence
upon the pH. Most measurements have been performed at 25
°C. To be able to estimate the free activation energy of the
protolysis reaction one solution has been measured at 15 and
35 °C.

2. Experimental Section

Aqueous Solutions. Triethylenediamine (TED, 1,4-
diazabicyclo[2,2,2]octane, N(CH2CH2)3N, >98%), HCl (Ti-
trisol), and NaOH (Titrisol) have been used as delivered by the
manufacturer (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Water was bid-
istilled and additionally deionized by mixed-bed ion exchange.
The TED concentration of the solutions has been adjusted by
weighing appropriate amounts of the substance into suitable
flasks that were filled up to the line measure with water or with
the HCl or NaOH solution, respectively. The density of the
TED solutions has been measured pycnometrically. The (static)
shear viscosityηs of the sample liquids has been determined
by using a falling ball viscometer (Haake, Model B/BH). A
survey of the solutions is given in Table 1.
Ultrasonic Absorption Spectrometry. Acoustical absorp-

tion spectra of liquids are usually described by two terms18

whereB′) (B/cs) represents the frequency independent part in
the total absorption coefficientR andRexc denotes the excessX Abstract published inAdVance ACS Abstracts,November 15, 1997.

R(ν) ) B′ν2 + Rexc(ν) (1)
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contributions that may be due to chemical relaxations,19

concentration fluctuations11,12,20,21as well as dissipation mech-
anisms related to scattering.22 Here,ν denotes the frequency
andcs the sound velocity of the liquid. Within the frequency
range under consideration (0.2 MHze ν e 4600 MHz) the
absorption coefficient changes by more than a factor of 109.
To cover this large range ofR values and the broad range of
different wavelengths, two different methods of measurement
and a total of seven different cells have been used. Each sample
cell was matched to a particular frequency range. By use of a
planoconcave23 (0.2e νe 2.8 MHz) and a biplanar24 (1e ν e
15 MHz) cavity resonator, quality factor measurements have
been performed in the lower frequency range. To properly
account for higher-order modes within the cavity resonator we
always measured the complete transfer function around a main
resonance peak of interest and derived the desired resonance
frequency and quality factor from a multipoint fit of the scan
to suitable theoretical expressions. Reference measurements
have been performed with liquids of carefully adjusted sound
velocity and density in order to correct the measured quality
factor for the intrinsic losses of the cell. Besides differences
in the sound velocity and density between the sample and the
reference liquid, differences in the attenuation coefficient may
slightly affect the intrinsic losses of the cell.25 Appropriate
corrections have therefore been made to consider differences
in the R values accordingly.25 These corrections did never
exceed 1.5% of theR value.
At frequencies between 10 MHz and 4.6 GHz absolute

measurements ofR have been performed by transmitting pulse-
modulated sonic waves through a cell of variable sample
length.26-28 Five cells have been employed that mainly differ
from one another by the piezoelectric transmitter and receiver
units. For measurements below 180 MHz27 two cells were
available in which quartz transducer disks (fundamental fre-
quencyνT ) 1 MHz, diameterdT ) 60 and 40 mm, respectively)

were operated at odd overtones ofνT. Between 30 and 530
MHz26 lithium niobate disks (νT ) 10 MHz,dT ) 12 mm) were
excited at their odd overtones (2n + 1)νT. Between 0.5 and 2
GHz broad-band end face excitation29 of LiNbO3 rods (dT ) 3
mm, lengthlT ) 10 mm) was applied.28 In the range 1.1-4.6
GHz we used a cell in which the transducers were again operated
in modes of thickness vibration. The actual transducers were
thin ZnO films (dT ) 2 mm, νT ) 1.3 GHz) sputtered onto
delay rods made of saphire.28 At each measuring frequency
the transfer functionT(x) of the cells has been determined by
successively varying the sample length and measuringT at 400
x values. The transfer characteristics of the electronic apparatus
have been routinely recorded in additional runs in which the
specimen cell was replaced by a high-precision below-cutoff
piston attenuator used as a calibrated reference.
In the complete frequency range the measuring frequencyν

was known and kept constant with a negligible error throughout.
The temperature of the sample was controlled to within(0.01
K. Temperature gradients and differences in the temperature
of different cells did not exceed 0.05 K, corresponding to the
small estimated error of less than 0.1% in the attenuation
coefficient. The total uncertainty of theR values measured with
the resonator method is mostly due to possible slight changes
in the mechanical cell adjustment by the cleaning and refilling
procedure when the sample is exchanged for the reference liquid.
The R values derived from the variable path length pulse-
modulated wave transmission measurements may be affected
by an imperfect parallelism of the transmitter and receiver unit
and by an insufficient correction for diffraction losses. Strictly,
the experimental errors in the attenuation coefficient depend
on the individualR values themselves. Globally, however, the
accuracy of theR data may be characterized by the errors listed
in Table 2.
Sound Velocity. Between 200 kHz and 15 MHz the sound

velocity cs of the samples has been determined from the
frequencies of successive main cell resonance peaks, taking into
account the nonequidistant distribution of the resonance fre-
quencies.30,31 The error in thesecs data (Table 1) is smaller
than 0.1%. At high frequencies additionalcs values were
available from the waviness of the transfer functionT(x) due to
multiple reflections at small transducer spacingx.

3. Results in Terms of a Relaxation Model

Characteristics of the Absorption Spectra. Within the
frequency range of measurements the dispersion in the sound
velocity cs of the TED solutions is small: (cs(2 GHz)- cs(200
kHz))/cs(200 kHz)< 0.003. It is thus easily possible to switch
between the different formatsR(ν)/ν2, R(ν)λ, andRexc(ν)λ where
sonic absorption coefficients are favorably displayed as a
function of frequencyν. Here,λ ) cs/ν is the wavelength.

TABLE 1: Molar Concentration c, Molality m, Mass
Fraction y, and Mole Fraction x of the Solute as Well as
Density G, Shear Viscosityηs, and Sound Velocitycs at
around 1 MHz of the Solutions for Aqueous TED Systems

c, mol/L
(0.2%

m, mol/kg
(0.1%

y, 10-2

(0.1%
x, 10-2

(0.2%
F, g/cm3

(0.1%
ηs, 10-3 Pa
s(0.2%

cs, m/s
(0.1%

25 °C, Water, pH) 10.0-11.5
0.0025 0.0025 0.028 0.0045 0.9970 0.896 1497.0
0.010 0.0100 0.112 0.0180 0.9967 0.898 1496.6
0.040 0.0402 0.449 0.0724 0.9969 0.899 1500.3
0.250 0.257 2.80 0.461 0.9985 1.03 1514.6
0.601 0.643 6.73 1.15 1.001 1.22 1542.1
0.904 1.00 10.1 1.77 1.004 1.43 1566.9
1.52 1.80 16.8 3.15 1.011 2.00 1618.3
2.04 2.58 22.4 4.44 1.018 2.76 1661.6
2.56 3.47 28.0 5.89 1.025 4.00 1710.1

15 °C, Water
0.010 0.0100 0.112 0.0180 0.9986 1.15 1467.8

35 °C, Water
0.010 0.0100 0.112 0.0180 0.9939 0.728 1520.8

25 °C, 0.01 mol/L NaOH, pH) 12.0
0.040 0.0402 0.449 0.0724 0.9974 0.902 1500.5

25 °C, 0.1 mol/L NaOH, pH) 13.0
0.908 1.00 10.1 1.77 1.009 1.43 1576.6

25 °C, 0.08 mol/L HCl, pH) 2.2
0.04 0.0403 0.450 0.0725 0.9988 0.889 1501.9

TABLE 2: Relative Error in the Ultrasonic Absorption
Coefficient r

ν, MHz 0.2-1 1-8 8-10 10-30 30-500 500-4600

∆R/R 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.008 0.015

Figure 1. Bilogarithmic plot of theR/ν2 data as a function of frequency
ν for the 0.25 M aqueous TED solutions at 25°C. The full curve
represents the graph of a Debye relaxation spectrum added to the
classical contribution,RD(ν)/(csν) + B′ ) (2πADτD/cs)/(1+ω2τD2) +
B′. The dashed line representsB′.
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In Figure 1, the absorption coefficientR per ν2 of the 0.25
M aqueous TED solution is displayed as a function of frequency.
In the frequency range between about 1 and 100 MHz theR/ν2
data clearly exhibit dispersion characteristics (d(R/ν2)/dν< 0)
and adopt the constantB′ value at higher frequencies. Hence,
there exists a frequency dependent contributionRexc in excess
of the classical part in the total absorption coefficient. It is
found that in all solutions with TED concentrationc e 0.25
mol/L (Figure 2) the excess absorption per wavelength can be
well represented by a Debye-type relaxation spectral function32

RD with discrete relaxation timeτD:

Here,ω ) 2πν is the angular frequency andAD is a relaxation
amplitude.
As illustrated by Figure 3, two well-separated relaxation

regions exist in the spectra of solutions with higher TED content
(c> 0.25 mol/L). An analysis of these spectra reveals that the
relaxation with a relaxation frequency (2πτD)-1 at a few MHz
is again characterized by a discrete relaxation time. The
additional excess absorption contributions at higher frequencies,
however, extend over a broader frequency band than a Debye
term, thus indicating that there exists a distribution of relaxation
times.
Protolysis. At low solute concentration, protolysis of

TED14,15 is governed by the following equilibrium constants:33

Since, by definition,

and

the concentration of the species involved in the coupled
equilibria of eqs 3 and 4 can be calculated if the conservation
of electrical charges is taken into account:

In eq 8θ considers charges from additionally present ions
as Na+ in the sodium hydroxide solutions and Cl- in the
hydrogen chloride solutions. Let

denote the ion product of water, then follows:

This relation can be solved numerically by using the Newton
method. For aqueous solutions without HCl or NaOH added
(θ ) 0) with KB1) 3.98× 10-6 mol/L . KB2 ) 8.91× 10-12

mol/L, it approximately follows that

and

and thusc(TEDH2
2+) < 10-7c(TEDH+). The second step (eq

4) in the coupled protolysis reactions can, therefore, be
completely neglected in the spectra of the aqueous TED
solutions (θ ) 0). For this reason the Debye-type relaxation
(eq 2) is taken to represent the TEDH+/TED equilibrium (eq
3) of those systems.
If NaOH is added, the coupled equilibria (eqs 3 and 4)

between the different TED species are, of course, even more
shifted toward the left-hand side of eq 3. Hence, the above
arguments for a Debye-type relaxation are again valid. In the
acidic solutions the concentration of unprotonated TED mol-
ecules is so small that just the TEDH+/TEDH2

2+ reaction adds
noticeable contributions to the sonic spectrum. Again, the
excess absorption can be described by a discrete relaxation time
(Figure 4).
Concentration Fluctuations. The above arguments indicate

that the additional relaxation term in the spectra of the TED
solutions of higher solute content (Figure 3) is not due to a
protolysis reaction. The facts that this term is found atc >
0.25 mol/L only and that it is subject to a relaxation time
distribution suggest this contribution to the sonic spectra to
reflect fluctuations in the local TED concentration. We therefore

Figure 2. Excess absorption per wavelength at 25°C displayed versus
frequency for the aqueous TED solutions of low solute concentration
c. The curves represent a Debye term (eq 2) with the parameter values
found by a nonlinear least-squares regression analysis (Table 3).

RD(ν) ) AD
ωτD

1+ (ωτD)
2

(2)

TED+ H2OH TEDH+ + OH-, pKB1 ) 5.40 (3)

TEDH+ + H2OH TEDH2
2+ + OH-, pKB2 ) 11.05 (4)

KB1 ) c(TEDH+)c(OH-)/c(TED) (5)

KB2 ) c(TEDH2
2+)c(OH-)/c(TEDH+) (6)

c) c(TED)+ c(TEDH+) + c(TEDH2
2+) (7)

Figure 3. Excess absorption spectra at 25°C plotted for aqueous TED
solutions of higher solute concentrationc. The curves are graphs of
the model spectral function (eq 18) with the parameter values displayed
in Table 3.

0) c(TEDH+) + 2c(TEDH2
2+) + c(H3O

+) - c(OH-) + θ
(8)

Π ) c(OH-)c(H3O
+) ) 10-14mol/L (9)

0) c4(OH-) + (KB1 - θ)c3(OH-)

+ KB1(KB2 - c- Π/KB1 - θ)c2(OH-)

- KB1(2KB2c+ Π + θKB2)c(OH
-) - KB1KB2Π (10)

c(TEDH+) ) c(OH-) ) KB1((1+ 4c/KB1)
1/2 - 1)/2 (11)

c(TEDH2
2+) ) KB2 (12)
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aimed at its description by a relevant theoretical model of
concentration fluctuations, particularly by the unifying model
that has been derived recently.34 This unifying model combines
aspects of previous theories of non-critical concentration
fluctuations as well as theories of density fluctuations,11,20,35-41

and it has been found to enable a uniform description of a variety
of binary aqueous solutions of different organic solute series.34

It is interesting to call to mind that mixtures of amines with
water show a clear tendency to phase separate at a critical
demixing temperature. Triethylamine/water and 2,6-dimeth-
ylpyridine/water mixtures are prominent examples, the sonic
spectra of which have been intensively studied previously42-46

and have been discussed in terms of critical fluctuation
dynamics, particularly in the light of the Bhattacharjee-Ferrell
dynamic scaling theory.47,48

The unifying model of noncritical fluctuations is based on
the assumption that changes in the local concentration and
structure of the liquids are enabled by two mechanisms, namely
by diffusion and, alternatively, by a process that is characterized
by a discrete relaxation timeτ0. Hence, the time dependence
of the autorcorrelation function

of a suitable order parameterø is governed by the differential
equation

This model also takes into account existing spatial correlation
in the autocorrelation function so that, different from the original
Romanov-Solov′ev theory,35,36 φ(r > 0, 0) needs not to be
identical with zero. Different from the treatment of concentra-
tion fluctuations in ionic systems11 where the long-ranging
Coulombic interactions suggested an Ornstein-Zernike an-
satz,49,50 a φ(r,0) function has been taken here, which indeed
follows the Ornstein-Zernike behavior at larger values but
decreases toward smallr. Owing to this particular choice, the
model relaxation spectral functionRum(ν) can be defined without
introducing an artificial maximum wavenumberqmax, corre-
sponding to a minimum interaction lengthlmin.11,35,36

The spectral function of the unifying model can be expressed
as

HereinQ is the amplitude factor of the Romanov-Solov’ev
theory,35,36ê is the correlation length of the fluctuations in the
order parameter, andτt is a characteristic time, which, according
to the relation

corresponds to the wavenumberq in the spectrum of fluctua-
tions. Since the spatial correlation in the fluctuations atr g ê
follows the Ornstein-Zernike ansatzφ(r,t) ≈ exp(-r/ê)/r, the
Ferrell equation51

has been used here to relateê to the mutual diffusion coefficient
D. In eq 17kB denotes the Boltzmann constant.
The Romanov-Solov’ev amplitudeQ is a function of the

second derivatives, with respect to the mole fraction of the

dispersed phase, of the Gibbs free energy, of the molar volume
and of the molar enthalpy. Under favorable conditions, if these
thermodynamic quantities are known with sufficient accuracy
to allow for the calculation of their second differentials, theQ
data obtained from the sonic spectra can be compared to those
derived from the thermodynamic parameters,11 or Q may be
treated even as a known parameter in the evaluation of the
ultrasonic attenuation spectra. For the TED solutions, since we
do not know of sufficiently accurate data of the three thermo-
dynamic quantities,Q is treated as an unknown parameter here.
Model Relaxation Spectral Function. Following the above

lines of reasoning, the measured attenuation per wavelength
spectra have been analytically described by the relaxation
function

It turned out that the process with discrete relaxation timeτ0
is not required in order to adequately represent the spectra of
the TED solutions. Hence, all spectra can be characterized by
a maximum number of five parameters, namely,AD, τD, Q, ê,
andB. The values of these parameters are displayed in Table
3. They have been obtained from a regression analysis by
which, using the Marquardt algorithm,52 the reduced variance
was minimized.

4. Discussion

Protonation of TED: First Step. The amplitude of a Debye
relaxation term representing a stoichiometrically well-defined
chemical reaction (eqs 3 and 4) is related to the isentropic molar
volume change∆Vs according to the relation53

Herein,R is the gas constant andΓ is given by the concentrations
c(Ai) of the speciesAi involved in the reaction under consid-
eration,

The isentropic volume change according to

is related to the isothermal volume change∆VT and the enthalpy

φ(r,t) ) 〈ø(r,t)ø(0,0)〉/〈|ø(0,0)|2〉 (13)

∂φ(r,t)/∂t ) (D∇2 - τ0
-1)φ(r,t) (14)

Rum(ν) )

Q∫0∞ q2

(1+ 0.164qê + 0.25(qê)2)2
ωτt

1+ (ωτt)
2
dq (15)

τt
-1 ) Dq2 + τ0

-1 (16)

ê ) kBT/(6πηsD) (17)

Figure 4. Ultrasonic excess absorption per wavelength at 25°C plotted
as a function of frequency for the 0.04 M aqueous TED solution with
(b, cHCl ) 0.08 mol/L) and without (O) HCl added. The curves are
graphs of a Debye relaxation term (eq 2) with the parameter values
given in Table 3.

R(ν) ) RD(ν) + Rum(ν) + Bν (18)

AD )
πcs

2σΓ
RT

(∆VS)
2 (19)

Γ-1 ) ∑
i

c-1(Ai) (20)

∆VS ) ∆VT -
ap
Fcp

∆H (21)
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change∆H accompanied by the process. In eq 21ap )
V-1(∂V/∂T)p denotes the coefficient of thermal expansion and
cp is the specific heat at constant pressurep. Together with
the concentration data obtained from eqs 7 and 11, relations 19
and 20 can be used to derive the isentropic volume change∆VS
from the Debye term amplitudesAD. For the solutions of low
TED content (c < 0.25 mol/L),∆VS ) 33.5 cm3/mol follows
at 25°C. In view of∆VS ) 26.9 cm3/mol for the dissociation/
neutralization of water (∆VT ) 23.5 cm3/mol, ∆H ) - 13.7
kcal/mol54), this appears to be a reasonable value. As shown
by Figure 5 however, eq 19 does not apply for the solutions of
higher TED concentration. There appears to be a discrepancy
between the amplitudesAD meas derived from the measured
spectra (Table 3) and the amplitudesAD calc calculated according
to eqs 19 and 20. This discrepancy obviously increases with
c. It is a reasonable assumption to relate the difference between
theAD measand theAD calc to an activity coefficientaion * 1 in
the ion concentration. The values of this activity coefficient,
which are required to adjust the amplitudes from eqs 19 and 20

so thatAD calc) AD meas, are numerically given in Figure 5 and
are graphically displayed in Figure 10.
Quite remarkably, the activity coefficients obtained from the

relaxation amplitudes are also consistent with the relaxation time
dataτD (Table 3). The relaxation rate 1/τD of the reaction step
under consideration (eq 3) is expected to follow the relation19

wherekB1
r andkB1

f denote the reverse (recombination) and the
forward (dissociation) rate constants, respectively. As illustrated
by Figure 6, at lower TED concentration (c < 0.25 mol/L) the
measured data again follow the theoretical predictions (eq 22)
if the c values from eqs 7 and 11 are simply used as the active
concentrations (aion ) 1). At higher TED content the theoretical
relations pretty well account for the measured relaxation rates
if the c values in eq 22 are multiplied by the activity coefficients
aion from Figure 5.
From the plot of 1/τD as a function ofaion(c(TEDH+) +

c(OH-)) in Figure 6,kB1
r ) (3.6 ( 0.3) × 1010 L/(mol s) is

derived, a value that is characteristic of proton-transfer processes
in aqueous solutions55,56 or, more generally, of reactions that
are diffusion-controlled.19 The dissociation rate constant follows
askB1

f ) KB1/kB1
r ) (1.4 ( 0.2)× 105 s-1. It is only briefly

mentioned here that similar rate constants govern the protolysis
of ammonia in water:55 kr ) 3.4× 1010 L/(mol s),kf ) 6× 105

s-1.
By application of eq 22, the rate constants obtained from the

spectra of the simple TED solutions can be used to calculate
the shift in the ultrasonic relaxation spectrum on changes of
the pH of the solutions. As illustrated by Figure 7, the spectrum
of a TED solution with NaOH added is quite reasonably
predicted by the data derived from the measurements.
Following the Eyring formula57

the activation Gibbs energy∆Gq has been calculated from the
temperature dependence in the relaxation time data. In eq 23,
Aτ denotes a factor. We found∆Gq ) -(5.7( 0.7) kcal/mol,
which corresponds to∆Gq ) -4.4 kcal/mol for the protolysis
of ammonia.58

TEDH+/TEDH2
2+ Equilibrium. The addition of a sufficient

amount of a strong acid (e.g., HCl; see Figure 4) leads to an
increase in the TEDH22+ concentration so that the second step
in the protolysis equilibrium (eq 4) dominates the first one (eq

Figure 5. Amplitude of the Debye-type relaxation term in the model
relaxation spectral function (eq 18) resulting from the measured spectra
(O) and as calculated with the aid of eqs 19 and 20 assuming∆VS )
33.5 cm3/mol (full curve). The full points show theAD values from the
measured spectra when the activity coefficientsaion are used in the
evaluation of the data.

TABLE 3: Amplitude AD and Relaxation Time τD of the
Low-Frequency Debye TermRD in the Model Relaxation
Function R(ν) that Represents the Ultrasonic Absorption
Spectra of the Aqueous TED System (Eq 18), Amplitude
ParameterQ and Correlation Length ê of the Rum Term in
R(ν), as Well as theB Parameter that Characterizes the
Extrapolated High-Frequency Behavior of the Absorption
Per Wavelength (Eq 18)

c,mol/L
AD, 10-3

(2%
τD, ns
(4%

Q, 10-30m3

(5%
ê, 10-10m

(5%
B, ps

(0.5%

25 °C, Water, pH) 10.0-11.5
0.0025 0.129 162 32.1
0.01 0.332 73.3 32.3
0.04 0.616 36.6 33.0
0.25 1.54 13.7 33.8
0.601 1.95 11.6 0.18 3.9 34.3
0.904 2.03 11.7 0.29 4.1 36.2
1.52 1.98 13.1 0.38 4.2 43.0
2.04 1.77 19.1 0.29 3.2 51.7
2.56 1.49 26.7 0.27 2.0 61.6

15 °C, Water
0.01 0.279 110 43.6

35 °C, Water
0.01 0.378 56.4 24.8

25 °C, 0.01 mol/L NaOH, pH) 12.0
0.04 0.083 3.8 32.4

25 °C, 0.1 mol/L NaOH, pH) 13.0
0.908 0.30 4.0 36.3

25 °C, 0.08 mol/L HCl, pH) 2.2
0.04 1.28 6.7 32.0

Figure 6. Relaxation rateτD-1 plotted versus the sumc(OH-) +
c(TEDH+) of anion and cation concentrations. Circles indicate theτD-1

data from the measured spectra. Full points refer to the same data after
consideration of the activity coefficientsaion.

τD
-1 ) kB1

r (c(TEDH+) + c(OH-)) + kB1
f (22)

τD )
Aτ

T
exp(-∆Gq/(RT)) (23)
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3) in the sonic relaxation spectrum. If eq 22 is rewritten to
apply the second reaction step

the rate constantskS2
r and kS2

f of the reverse (recombination)
and forward (dissociation) processes, respectively, can be
derived from the relaxation rate data and the equilibrium
constantKS2, where pKS2 ) 14 - pKB2 (eq 4). The values
kS2
r ) 1.1× 1010 L/(mol s) andkS2

f ) 1.3× 107 s-1 result. The
finding of kS2

r ≈ kB1
r /3 reflects the repulsive Coulombic force

between the TEDH+ ion and the additional proton, consistent
with the arguments by Eigen et al.55 The comparatively high
value for the rate constantkS2

f of the dissociation process
indicates a rather small stability of the TEDH22+ complex in
an acidic solvent.
An analogous application of eq 19 allows for the determi-

nation of the isentropic volume change, which turns out to be
as small as 16.2 cm3/mol only. The significant difference to
the (adiabatic) reaction volume of the first step of protonation
is assumed to reflect a noticeable difference in the rearrangement
of the hydration structure between both steps of protolysis.
Charging of the neutral molecule, obviously, leads to substan-
tially stronger changes in the hydration properties than addition
of a further electrical charge to the already protonated TED.
TED Association. Our assumption of the high-frequency

relaxation term in the spectra of aqueous TED solutions to be
due to concentration fluctuations is substantiated by results for
solutions with sodium hydroxide added. In Figure 8, the sonic
excess absorption spectrum for 0.9 mol/L TED in water and
also in a solution of 0.1 mol/L in H2O is shown. From the

rate constants derived from the aforementioned spectra for
aqueous TED solutions, no noticeable relaxation term due to
protolysis reactions is expected to exist in the systems with
added NaOH. According to these expectations, the Debye-type
relaxation in the lower frequency range is in fact absent in the
TED/NaOH/water system (Figure 8). The high-frequency
relaxation, however, which has been related to concentration
fluctuations in the evaluation of the spectra, remains unaltered
if water is exchanged for the aqueous NaOH solution. Obvi-
ously, this relaxation term does not noticeably depend on the
extent of protonation of TED molecules.
The spectrum for the TED/NaOH/water system (Figure 8),

where the contributions from the fluctuations in the TED
concentration are not masked by an additional Debye relaxation
term, may also be taken to clearly indicate the suitability of the
unifying model. The small values found for theê parameter
(2 Å e ê e 4.2 Å; see Table 3) indicate that there do not exist
long-ranging spatial correlations in the aqueous TED solutions.
It is, however, worthy to note that application of the spectral
function eq 15 to the Romanov-Solov’ev model yieldsê e
lmin, wherelmin ) 1 Å typically. Henceê > 2 Å clearly shows
that spatial correlations cannot be neglected in the TED/water
systems.
In Figure 9, the Romanov-Solov’ev amplitude parameterQ

and the characteristic time

that describes the decay by diffusion of fluctuations with typical
lengthê are plotted as a function of the volume fractionV̂ of
hydrated TED molecules. The values for thisV̂ parameter have
been obtained by discussing dielectric spectra of aqueous TED

Figure 7. Ultrasonic excess absorption spectrum of a 0.04 M aqueous
TED solution at 25°C without (O) and with (b) NaOH (0.01 mol/L)
added. The dashed curve shows the spectrum for the TED/NaOH/H2O
system as predicted from the∆Vs, kB1

f , andkB1
r data of the aqueous

TED systems.

Figure 8. Ultrasonic excess absorption per wavelength, (Rλ)exc,
displayed as a function of frequency for a 0.9 M aqueous TED solution
at 25 °C (O) and for the same solution with NaOH (b, 0.1 mol/L)
added. The dashed curve indicates the subdivision of the spectrum of
the former solution into a low-frequency Debye-type spectral termRD-
(ν) and a termRum(ν) due to concentration fluctuations (eq 18).

Figure 9. The characteristic decay timeτê (2) and amplitude parameter
Q (b) of theRum(ν) term in the model relaxation spectral function (eq
18), as well as the hydration water to pure water relaxation time ratio
τh/τw (O) and the hydration water relaxation time distribution parameter
bh (]) from dielectric spectra59 for aqueous solutions of triethylene-
diamine plotted versus the volume fractionV̂ of hydrated TEDmolecules
(Zh, number of hydration water molecules per TED molecules;cw, molar
concentration of water in the solutions;φv

w, molar volume of water at
25 °C).

τê ) ê2/(4D) )
3πηsê

3

2kBT
(25)

τD
-1 ) kS2

r (c(TEDH+) + c(H3O
+)) + kS2

f (24)
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solutions in terms of a hydration model52 assumingZh water
molecules per molecule of solute to be affected in their dielectric
properties.
Both Q and τê increase atV̂ > 0.25 to adopt a relative

maximum in the range ofV̂ values that correspond to the closest
packing of hydrated TED molecules, which are assumed to be
equally sized and spherically shaped. The ratio of the hydration
water to pure water relaxation times, also derived from dielectric
spectra,59 increases in this range ofV̂ values fromτh/τw ) 2.15
( 0.1 at V̂ < 0.6 (V < 0.11; V, volume fraction of TED) to
much higher values. A relaxation timeτh≈2 τw is characteristic
of many solutes.60 The significant increase inτh when strong
overlaps of the hydration region occur is assumed to reflect the
reduced density of hydrogen bonding sites offered to a hydration
water molecule to form a new bond.60

Also in the range ofV̂ values around that of the closest
packing of spheres, the parameterbh, which measures the width
of the underlying hydration water relaxation time distribution,
increases substantially, thus pointing to a change in the
microdynamic behavior of the water surrounding TED mol-
ecules. We conclude that at small solute content (V̂ e 0.15,c
e 0.25 mol/L) the TED molecules appear to be rather randomly
distributed. At higher TED content concentration fluctuations
exist as indicated by a nonvanishing amplitude parameterQ.
As a result of hydrophobic effects, the TED molecules obviously
tend to form associates that, as shown by theτê data, increase
until the volume fraction of the hydrated solute molecules adopts
a value around that of the closest packing of spheres. In that
concentration region association of TED molecules leads to an
increase in both the characteristic relaxation time and the width
of the relaxation time distribution of the hydration water. Owing
to the lack of excess water, a tendency toward a more
monodisperse liquid structure results at even higher solute
concentration, as visualized by the decreasing correlation decay
time τê.
Volume Viscosity, Adiabatic Compressibility. According

to the relation61

the volume viscosityηv of the TED solutions can be globally
related to the partBν in the ultrasonic absorption per wavelength
and to the shear viscosityηs. By application of eq 26, small
effects of energy dissipation from the sonic field due to heat
conduction are neglected and the solutions are considered
homogeneous liquids with respect to their high-frequency
ultrasonic properties. The volume viscosity to shear viscosity
ratios resulting from theB values of Table 3 by using eq 26 are
displayed as a function of solute concentration in Figure 10.
The rather highηv/ηs ratio for water (ηv/ηs ) 2.7, 25°C) is
assumed to be due to the open structure of the hydrogen-bonded
liquid with a suggested structure relaxation frequency well above
our frequency range of measurement.61 As usually found with
aqueous solutions, the addition of the solute leads to a reduction
in the ηv/ηs ratio. This reduction may be taken to reflect the
disturbance of the hydrogen bond network and the partial
breakdown of the voluminous water structure resulting thereby.
Within this series of TED solutions, however, the viscosity ratio
does not reach the limiting valueηv/ηs ) 0.67 (dashed line in
Figure 10), which is assumed to apply for liquids without a
structural relaxation at very high frequencies.62,63

The successive breakdown of the hydrogen network structure
of the solvent water by adding of TED is also reflected by the
compressibility data displayed in Figure 10. The adiabatic
compressibility

of the solutions has been calculated from the sound velocity
data measured at around 1 MHz (Table 1). Again, owing to its
open structure, water is characterized by a rather high compress-
ibility ( κs ) 4.479× 10-10 m2 N-1, 25 °C). It decreases with
increasing TED concentration. Hence, both global quantities,
ηv andκs, do not show a special behavior at the solute content
that corresponds to the volume fraction of the closest packing
of (spherically shaped) hydrated TED molecules.

5. Conclusions

Ultrasonic spectra of solutions of triethylenediamine in water
and also in aqueous sodium hydroxide are capable of showing
contributions from two different elementary relaxation mech-
anisms. The chemical relaxation with a relaxation frequency
around 10 MHz reflects either step in the protolysis reactions
of the weak base, TED+ H2O h TEDH+ + OH- at high pH
and the step TEDH22++ H2O h TEDH+ + H3O+ at low pH.
An evaluation of the chemical relaxation term allows the forward
and reverse rate constants and the isentropic volume change of
the reactions to be determined and also the activity coefficients
of the first step of protolysis to be presented as a function of
the solute concentration. The relaxation with a relaxation
frequency around 1 GHz is subject to a relaxation time
distribution. It exists at higher TED concentrations only and
can be favorably represented by an extended model of the
Romanov-Solov’ev theory of concentration fluctutions. Hence,
consistent with results from dielectric spectrometry, we have
to conclude that the TED molecules form associates in aqueous
solutions with solute concentrationc > 0.5 mol/L. This
association appears to be largely independent of the pH.
Obviously, it is due to hydrophobic effects. This is a rather
unexpected result, since normally molecules withn-alkane
groups rather tend to associate, while TED is an almost compact
globularly shaped molecule.
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Figure 10. Relative volume to shear viscosity ratio (ηv/ηs)(ηv/ηs)w-1

(b), normalized adiabatic compressibilityκs/κs
w, and activity coef-

ficient aion (3) of aqueous TED solutions at 25°C displayed as a
function of solute concentrationc. The dashed curve indicates the
viscosity ratioηv/ηs ) 2/3. w denotes pure water data.
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